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Abstract- This paper presents a control technique using Synchronous Reference Frame (SRF) theory to compensate the
voltage sag/swell by using Dynamic Voltage Restorer (DVR). DVR is the best known device for mitigation of voltage
sag/swell occurred in the system. Nowadays voltage sag is the most common problem customers are facing repeatedly.
There is a need for instant mitigation of voltage sag/swell and maintains the load voltage constant. Some simulations are
performed in MATLAB/Simulink and results are discussed to validate this theory for instant calculation of reference voltage
and quick mitigation of voltage sag or swell from the system.
Keywords- Voltage sag/swell, Power Quality, Custom Power Technology, VSC, SRF Theory, Hysteresis controller, injection
transformer.

I.

Paper [5] describes the different methods to mitigate
voltage sag in the system. Paper [6] shows the
simulation of DVR using PWM technique. Paper [7]
uses PI controller and Fuzzy logic control technique
for voltage sag compensation. Paper [8] shows the
different topologies for DVR.

INTRODUCTION

Nowadays everyone is demanding for reliable and
quality of power supply which can be accomplished
by custom power technology, which will take care of
reliability and quality of power supplied to the
customer. Mainly there are three devices in custom
power technology which are – Dynamic Voltage
Restorer
(DVR),
Distribution
STATCOM
(DSTATCOM) and Unified Power Quality
Conditioner (UPQC). Among which DVR is the best
suitable device to mitigate the voltage sag or swell and
maintains the load voltage constant [1]. Generally
DVR is used to protect the sensitive load from
common type of voltage disturbances. DVR is
connected in series to protect the load from abnormal
voltage conditions in the supply voltage by inserting
the voltage of required magnitude and frequency [2].

Control circuit is the main part of the DVR. Which
will monitor the source voltage continuously and take
a instant action after detecting any abnormality in the
supply voltage. This controller is achieved by using
SRF transformation and hysteresis controller. To
check the accuracy and speed of compensation
different
conditions
are
simulated
in
MATLAB/Simulink. First simulation is done without
DVR and then system with DVR.
II. STRUCTURE
DVR

Voltage sag/swell are characterized by magnitude and
duration of sag/swell. Standard definition of voltage
sag and swell are given in [3]. A decrease to between
0.1 to 0.9 pu in RMS voltage at the power frequency
for duration from 0.5 cycles to 1 minute is called
voltage sag and common problems for such situation
are system faults, addition of large load, starting of
large motors, etc. And voltage swell is defined as “An
increase to between 1.1 and 1.8 pu in RMS voltage at
the power frequency for duration from 0.5 cycles to
1minute.” Common causes for voltage swell are
switching off a large load, energization of a capacitor
bank, etc [3], [4].

AND

OPERATION

OF

Dynamic Voltage Restorer is one of custom power
device specially used to maintain the load voltage
constant in the distribution system. DVR has two
operating modes. In normal operation mode it is in
standby mode in which voltage injection by DVR is
zero. Most of the time DVR will be in standby mode
and hence reduces the losses.
As soon as control circuit detects the any voltage
disturbance, reference voltage is generated for
required magnitude, duration and phase and is
injected through injection transformer. This mode of
DVR is known as injecting mode [1]. This injection
should satisfy the equation (1)[6]

There are different conventional methods for
mitigation of voltage sag like constant voltage
transformer (CVT), UPS, motor generator set but all
these techniques have some disadvantages like
frequent maintenance, noise, and bulky system [3].
There are some modern techniques which uses power
electronic devices and different control techniques.

VL

VS

V

(1)

Where VS is the source voltage, V is the injected
voltage by DVR and VL is the load voltage.
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b-c stationary coordinate system to o-d-q rotating
coordinate system. Signals are converted in o-d-q
frame because it is easy to control and process on
signals in d-q frame [11], [12]. Then again these
signals are converted in a-b-c coordinate system. Fig 2
shows the block diagram for SRF theory. In this
transformation there are following steps [11],[12].
i. Clark’s Transformation
It transforms sensed source voltage signal from a-b-c
stationary to α-β stationary coordinate system by
following equation
v
1
v
v
√
(2)
v
√
√
0
v

Fig.1 Structure of DVR

Fig.1 shows the basic configuration and operation of
DVR which consist of an injection transformer,
Voltage Source Converter (VSC), harmonic filter,
storage device and control system
A. Injection Transformer
Injection transformer is used to connect the DVR to
the distribution network via High Voltage winding
and injects the compensating voltage generated by
VSC after the detection of any disturbance in supply
voltage by control circuit. Another main task of
injection transformer is that it will limit the coupling
of noise and isolate VSC and control circuit from the
system [9].
B. Voltage Source Converter (VSC)
VSC is a power electronic device consists of storage
device and switching devices used to generate the
compensating sinusoidal voltage of required
magnitude, duration, in phase as that of system and
instantaneously. In DVR voltage source converter
provides the missing voltage during voltage sag [10].
In this paper IGBT’s are used as switching device.

Fig.2 SRF Theory

ii.

Park’s Transformation
Now this stationary signal is converted in rotating od-q frame by using equation 3.
v
cos θ sin θ v
(3)
v
sin θ cos θ v
For this transformation θ is obtained from phase lock
loop (PLL) block. v and v contain both dc and ac
component. Low pass filter is used to filter out the ac
component and only dc component is used further.

C. Harmonic filter
Output of VSC contains large content of harmonics.
Harmonic filter is used to keep this harmonic content
in permissible limit [9].
D. Storage device
It is basically used to supply the necessary energy to
VSC to generate the compensating voltage [9], [10].
In this paper DC voltage source is used for this
purpose.
E. Control circuit
Control circuit continuously monitors the supply
voltage. The function of control system is to detect
the disturbance in the supply voltage, compare it with
the set reference value and then generate the
switching pulses to the VSC to generate the DVR
output voltages which will compensate the voltage
sag/swell [9], [10].
III.

SRF THEORY

Now sagged source voltage in d-q frame which is
subtracted from set reference voltage in d-q frame and
which gives the compensating voltage in d-q frame.
Now by applying inverse Park’s and Clark’s
Transformation respectively signal is transformed in
a-b-c coordinates system as
iii.
Reverse Park’s Transformation
v
cos θ
sin θ v
(4)
v
0
sin θ cos θ
iv.
Reverse Clark’s Transformation
1
0
√
v
v
√
v
v
√
(5)
√
v
v
√

In this paper this theory is used to generate the
reference voltage required to compensate the voltage
sag/swell. This technique converts coordinates from a-

v ,v

√

and v are the reference source voltages.
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IV.

H
HYSTERESIS
S CONTROL
LLER

V. SIMULAT
TION
ANA
ALYSIS

Comparinng with othher PWM methods
m
hysteeresis
controllerr is easy to im
mplement, hass simple operration
and very fast responsee. Hysteresis controller
c
worrk on
a a
and
the error signal betweeen an injectionn voltage
D
andd produces prroper
referencee voltage of DVR
gate pulsses for inverrter [13]. Bassed on these gate
pulses VS
SC produces required
r
comppensating voltaage.
Fig. 3 shhows the prinnciple of hyssteresis controoller.
Where dotted
d
line shoows the upper and lower limit,
l
middle line is the reeference voltaage obtained after
transform
mation and triaangular line is the output vooltage
of VSC. Upper and low
wer hysteresiss limits are 1 and
a 1 respecttively.

R
RESULTS

AND

A. Simulation
S
forr voltage sagw
without DVR

wer limit to upper
u
When thhe error is gooing from low
limit switch 1 is ‘on’ for
f that duration and switchh 2 is
‘off’. Annd when errorr is going froom upper lim
mit to
lower lim
mit switch 2 is ‘on’ and swittch 1 is ‘off’. Fig
F 2
shows thhe gate pulsse generationn for one leg of
inverter. Fig 4 showss the simulattion of Hysteeresis
B simulink [144].
controllerr in MATLAB

Fig 5 Simulation for voltage sag

F 6 Sagged load
Fig
d voltage

To check the performance of DVR a simple
distrribution netw
work is sim
mulated in MATLAB
M
Sim
mulink. Voltage sag is creatted by addition of load.
Mullti-sag and multi-sag
m
withh different magnitude
m
cond
ditions are chhecked using D
DVR. Fig 5 shows
s
the
simu
ulation for vooltage sag wiithout DVR and
a Fig 6
show
ws the saggedd load voltage due to additio
on of load
in th
he network.

Fig.3 Principlee of Hysteresis Controller
C

M
sag condition
B. Multi
Fig. 7 shows the simulatioon of DVR
R for the
com
mpensation of multi
m
sag caussed by additio
on of load.
In th
his simulationn three phase load-1 is added for the
duraation from 0.22s to 0.3s and removed with
h the help
of th
hree phase ciircuit breakerr. Again at 0..5s circuit
breaaker is switchhed and closedd at 0.7s. Duee to these
theree are two volltage sag conddition as show
wn in Fig.
8(a). Control circuit convert thhe source voltaage in d-q
me and is subttracted from aanother constan
nt voltage
fram
d-q component. Then
T
by the innverse transformation it
is converted
c
bacck in a-b-c frame. Contrrol circuit
calculates the refference voltagge instantaneo
ously. Fig.
8(b)) shows thee reference voltage of required
mag
gnitude, phasse and durattion. This voltage
v
is
com
mpared with thhe output voltaage of inverterr and error
is given to hysterresis relay whhich will generate gate
pulsses for inverterr.

Fig.4 Simulatioon for Hysteresis controller
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Figg 7 Simulation off DVR for Multi-sag condition

Fig.9
9 Simulation of DVR
D
for Multi-saag with differentt magnitude

Fig
g 10 (a) Source voltage,
v
(b) Referrence voltage and
d (c) Load
voltage

Fig 8 (a)) Source voltage,, (b) Reference voltage and (c) Looad
voltage

Fig. 8(cc) shows thee compensated load volltage.
Passive filter
f
is used to
t filter out thhe distortion inn the
output vooltage of inverrter.
C. Multiisag with diffeerent magnitudde
In this simulation
s
saag with differrent magnitudde is
created by
b adding diffeerent load. Firrst at 0.2s loadd 2 is
added foor some durattion and at tim
me 0.5s load 3 is
added. Due
D to this saag is created but with diffferent
depth. Even though DVR
D
control circuit is able to
calculate the referencee voltage andd compensate such
s
Fig. 9 shoows the simullation of DVR
R for
type of sag.
such situuation and Figg. 10 shows thhe source volltage,
referencee voltage annd compensaated load vooltage
respectivvely. Table 1 gives
g
the system
m parameters used
in simulaation.

Fig.11 Sim
mulation of DVR
R for voltage swelll
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CONCLUSION

This paper presents a control technique for Dynamic
Voltage Restorer (DVR) for instant mitigation of
voltage sag or swells from the system. Control
technique comprises of SRF transformation and
Hysteresis controller. Transformation of signal and
principle of hysteresis controller is discussed. Some
simulations are carried out in MATLAB/Simulink to
validate these theories. Results shows that the DVR is
best device in order to mitigate the voltage sag or
swell instantly
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